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In this issue Tips for reducing 
RAC equipment faults
A report into Leaks, maintenance and emissions  
of refrigeration and air conditioning equipment was 
commissioned and published by the Department 
of Agriculture, Water and the Environment in 
February 2021. 

According to the authors, the Expert Group, refrigeration and air conditioning 
equipment, as one of the major cross cutting technologies present in all sectors 
of the economy, produced more than 11 per cent of Australia’s greenhouse gas 
emissions in 2019. 

The extensive international and domestic literature review undertaken for this report, 
identified the most common faults in refrigeration and air conditioning equipment, 
as listed below:

• Sub-optimal refrigerant charge (over or undercharge, refrigerant leakage)

• Dirty condensers and mechanical issues (fouling, faulty fan)

• Dirty evaporators and mechanical issues (fouling, ice-up, obstructions, faulty fan)

• System capacity (no heat load calculation, disconnect between owner and 
designer, safety margins) and mismatched components

• Control systems, sensors and wiring issues

• Poor equipment location

• Liquid line issues (including restrictions)

• Degraded and contaminated refrigerant

• Minimal or no documentation (installation, commissioning baseline data, 
operation, maintenance)

• Excessive heat load (refrigeration only)

• Air conditioning airflow: Air distribution, duct sizing, dampers and fans

• Air conditioning airflow: Filters

• Air conditioning duct insulation and leakage.

>> See next page for top tips to reduce RAC equipment faults.
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A single head split system air conditioner has a single outdoor unit with a single head. 

Split system air conditioners with multiple 
heads, or indoor units from the same outdoor 
unit, are different to a single head system. 
These systems involve additional, more 
complex pipework configurations, switching 
and other features. Pipework, which contains 
refrigerant under high pressure, is often 
the source of system failure, so the more 
complex the pipework, the more likely the 
risk of failure. 

Similarly, a variable refrigerant volume or 
a variable refrigerant flow system does not 
come within the definition of a single head 
split system air conditioner. 

The Ozone Protection and Synthetic 
Greenhouse Gas Management Regulations 
1995 outlines the scope of works under 
the restricted heat pump installation and 
decommissioning licence. This states that 
work must only be conducted on ‘a single 
head split system air conditioner of less 
than 18 kW’. 

For systems which exceed this definition, a 
full refrigeration and air conditioning licence 
is required. This is because the training which 
underpins the restricted heat pump installation 
and decommissioning licence is limited to 
installation and decommissioning of a single 
head split system air conditioner of less 
than 18 kW. Any other system configuration, 
or works associated with a single head split 
system, requires a full refrigeration and 
air conditioning licence.

When is a single head not a single head?

Tips for reducing RAC equipment faults continued
How can these faults be minimised?

• Maintain good installation 
and commissioning practices, 
equipment monitoring and 
metering for fault detection 
that supports equipment to 
perform as designed.

• Undertake maintenance 
through skilled and 
licensed technicians with 
appropriate knowledge and 
understanding of common 
and accepted best practice.

• Carry out best practice 
maintenance procedures that 
test and inspect all potential 
faults in a system, not just 
the single call out issues. 

• Set key targets for 
preventative maintenance 
that aim to eliminate 
refrigerant leaks and 
reduce energy use.

The full report can be accessed at:  
www.environment.gov.au/protection/ozone/publications/leaks-maintenance-emissions-refrigeration-air-conditioning-equipment



Note: Technicians using these types of cylinders are to check the MPa rating of the cylinder against the refrigerant being recovered/pumped 
down or reclaimed for compatibility. Refer to your cylinder supplier or relevant material safety data sheets for this information.

Not all cylinders are the same – the difference 
between a recovery/pump down and reclaim cylinder
A holder of a refrigerant trading authorisation (RTA) must have, and maintain, 
equipment that is adequate for the activities they perform under that RTA. 
For most RTAs this will include having a recovery/pump down and/or a reclaim 
cylinder to ensure refrigerant is recovered correctly. 

However, sometimes there is confusion about the difference between a ‘recovery/pump down cylinder’ and a ‘reclaim cylinder’.  
Both cylinders may be appropriate to the RTA holder, depending on the activities they perform. 

Is your business on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or 
LinkedIn? Smart tradies are turning to social media 
advertising to connect with existing and new customers.

ARC started on the social media path to 
support industry and licensed businesses five 
years ago. Why? To help build up licensed 
businesses by driving consumers to your door. 
Since then, it’s been great to see so many 
businesses jumping on board, promoting their 
services on social media and generating leads 
for their businesses.

Between November 2020 and February 2021, 
ARC utilised Facebook advertising, Google 
AdWords and online banner advertising to 
promote the use of licensed technicians and 
authorised businesses to consumers and educate 
them on the differences between licences. 

This advertising blitz has been a huge 
success, with more than 52,000 people 
visiting the RTA business directory website 
www.lookforthetick.com.au. It’s the best 
result for our advertising, and a goal we 
look to achieve for permit holders each year. 

Social media 
is working 
for smart 
businesses

This cylinder is specific to R32 refrigerant.

Recovery/pump down cylinder
A recovery/pump down cylinder can be used to remove refrigerant 
from a system, store it within the cylinder and return the refrigerant 
to the system. These cylinders are used during service and repairs 
of equipment, allowing the technician to put the refrigerant back 
into the equipment after the completion of work.

Reclaim cylinder
A reclaim cylinder is for a single purpose, to capture and store 
refrigerant that is to be returned to a refrigerant wholesaler 
for destruction or (in some cases) to reprocess the recovered 
refrigerant to new product specifications. 

http://www.lookforthetick.com.au


Non-compliance – the top two tips
At a permit condition check, ARC Field Officers 
have been noticing the following two issues as 
the main reasons for non-compliance.

No records, or incomplete records for:

• Equipment maintenance (for recovery unit, vacuum pump 
and leak detector)

• Cylinder leak testing

• Refrigerant (purchased/sold/recovered)

At a permit condition check, refrigerant trading authorisation (RTA) holders are 
required to provide evidence of up-to-date records (for the last two quarters) 
showing the amounts of refrigerant purchased, sold (bulk amounts only i.e., 
cylinders) and recovered/reclaimed (for destruction) during each quarter. In addition, 
records showing quarterly equipment maintenance on equipment such as recovery 
units, vacuum pumps and leak detectors is required, and quarterly records showing 
leak testing has been conducted on refrigerant cylinders. To help technicians and 
businesses with their record keeping, ARC provides free templates for all RTA 
reporting requirements on our website. Visit www.arctick.org/refrigerant-
trading-authorisation/business-reporting-templates-and-guides/ 

No RTA number on advertising

It is mandatory for RTA holders to display their RTA number on any 
advertising promoting services permitted under the RTA and any 
invoices, receipts and quotes for work carried out under the RTA. 

Including your RTA number on advertising, invoices, receipts and quotes helps 
consumers with their decision to engage an authorised business who employs 
licensed technicians to carry out refrigeration and air conditioning services. 
This also ensures businesses that have a RTA can be easily separated from 
businesses that don’t.

Suspected offences
ARC undertakes initial assessment of alleged non-compliant activity around 
Australia and provides reports to the Department of Agriculture, Water and 
the Environment, which is responsible for enforcement. A total of twenty-four 
suspected offences were reported to the ARC between October and December 
2020, relating to deliberate refrigerant emissions and unlicensed activity. Twelve 
are still being assessed, with the remaining twelve completed. Of the completed 
assessments, four were referred to the Department for potential enforcement 
action. The remaining cases required no further action as no non-compliant 
activity was evident. Ongoing non-compliance can put your permit at risk. Over 
70 businesses lost their permits last year, which meant they couldn’t legally 
purchase refrigerant.
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What makes 
a good licence 
scheme?
Depending on the state or territory, 
technicians and businesses in the 
refrigeration and air conditioning 
(RAC) industry may be required 
to hold multiple licences, 
both state-based and national.

Licences exist for a number of reasons including safety, 
consumer protection, and, in the case of the RAC industry 
permit scheme, the environment.

But what makes a good licence scheme?
All governments in Australia follow the principles of 
good regulation. This ensures that before creating new 
regulation (like licensing), government takes into account 
principles which cover off on areas such as:

• What is the demonstrated need?

• What options are there?

• Which option has the greatest net benefit 
for the community?

In 2014 a review of current licence schemes, both 
national (RAC industry permit scheme) and state-
based (occupational) was undertaken by the Council of 
Australian Governments (COAG). The review concluded 
that the licence scheme with the greatest net benefit 
was the RAC industry permit scheme. It is a national, 
qualifications-based scheme, underpinned by nationally 
endorsed training, codes of practice and compliance. 
It is also administered as a Government/Industry model, 
which, the review stated, has higher participation rates 
than schemes that are purely government models 
(like state-based occupational schemes). 

And while the RAC industry permit scheme is 
environment-based, its reliance on the training 
requirements and practices established by other 
jurisdictional and Commonwealth agencies helps to 
support health, safety and occupational outcomes.



A reminder for restricted 
licence holders – don’t work 
outside the scope of your licence
It is critical that holders of restricted licences do not provide  
services beyond the scope of works permitted by the licence.

It’s an offence for a refrigerant handling licence holder to breach a condition of their licence and 
a penalty of up to $2,200 may apply. Working outside the scope of a licence could also result 
in a licence cancellation or suspension. 

If anyone is aware of licensed technicians working outside the scope  
of their licence, please let the ARC know by lodging a complaint at  
www.arctick.org/information/lodge-a-complaint/  

Licence entitlements are listed on the ARC website at  
www.arctick.org/licensing/licence-types/ 

It’s your Cool Change 
– what do you want 
to read about?
The Cool Change newsletter is the most 
widely read publication in the industry, 
informing technicians about issues and 
topics relevant to you. 

With no advertising and no cost to read, it’s industry’s 
newsletter…so what do you want to read about?

Send ARC an email at coolchange@arctick.org. We would love 
to hear from you and learn about any issues/topics you would like 
us to cover.
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Air con equipment company fined for using disposable cylinders and HCFC import offences A Victorian company that imports, manufactures and supplies air conditioning 
equipment has been fined by the Department of Agriculture, Water and the 
Environment for using disposable cylinders to store R-22. Disposable cylinders containing scheduled substances such as R-22 are banned in Australia, under the Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse Gas Management Regulations 1995. Disposable cylinders cannot be refilled, which means a residual ‘heel’ amount of gas can remain in the containers and can enter the atmosphere once disposal of the cylinder occurs.

The company has also been fined for importing bulk hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) without a controlled substances licence. Importing HCFC without a licence is an offence under the Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse Gas Management Act 1989. 

The substance, identified as HCFC-22/R-22, was supplied by an overseas equipment manufacturer to fill uncharged equipment it had shipped to the company. The company holds an equipment licence to import equipment charged with scheduled substances. However, a controlled substances licence and HCFC quota must be held to import or export bulk quantities of HCFC. 
To read the full media release visit www.awe.gov.au/news/media-releases/air-conditioning-company-fined-hcfc-importation-and-storage-offences 

In this issue

Tick it off with the ‘compliance checklist’If you find yourself with some downtime, now might be a good opportunity to make sure 
all your licensing-related business is in order. 
There are a number of important processes and actions refrigerant trading authorisation (RTA) holders can take to ensure you are complying with the conditions of your RTA. Remember, any outstanding compliance issues or an expired RTA can affect your ability to buy refrigerant. 

The compliance checklist below provides a useful reference for businesses and individuals. If you have any questions about this,  or any other matter, contact the ARC on 1300 884 483 or email enquire@arctick.org

RTA COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST
  EQUIPMENT LIST 

You are required to maintain quarterly records of inspection and maintenance testing of your leak detectors, vacuum pumps and refrigerant recovery units, ensuring they are working correctly.

  LICENSED STAFF LISTS
You are required to maintain a list of all employees at your organisation who hold a refrigerant handling licence. This list  needs to include the name and licence number of these employees.

Electronic leak detector Vacuum pump Refrigerant recovery unit

Cylinder serial number  
(generally stamped into the 
handle/collar of the cylinder)
Cylinder test date  
(generally stamped into the 
handle/collar of the cylinder)
Refrigerant type

  REFRIGERANT RECORDS 
You are required to maintain up-to-date records showing amounts of refrigerant purchased, recovered or sold (bulk amounts) during each quarter.

  REFRIGERANT GAS CYLINDERS 
You are required to maintain a list of all refrigerant containers (cylinders) in your possession (and ownership) during each quarter throughout the year, including their test dates. In addition, maintain quarterly records that show you have checked your cylinders for leaks at least once during the quarter. 

Images used as examples only.

  RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN 
You are required to implement a risk management plan (RMP) specific to your business for the handling and storage of refrigerant. The RMP will help you identify potential risks of emitting refrigerant and measures to minimise those risks. You can download an RMP template on the ARC website at www.arctick.org/RMP

Risk Management Plan 
Business name ❏ Automotive        ❏ Stationary (please tick)

RTA Number Main contact for your business RMP

Activity 
steps

Potential  
hazards/risks

Risk control measures Australian 
Standards 
and Code 
of practice 
reference

Person 
responsible
(full name)

Next  
review  
date
(within 
12 months)

Purchase of 
refrigerant 

Loose, damaged or  
missing cylinder caps

• At time of purchase check that refrigerant cylinders 
are tightly capped

• Ensure quarterly purchase records are kept up to date
• Only accept refrigerant cylinders from wholesalers 

if they are properly sealed (bunged or capped).

✓

Poor cylinder condition 
(rusted, corroded, 
damaged). Expired, or 
close to expired ‘Test Date’

• Check cylinder date markings/imprints –  
specifically, that they are ‘In Test’ 

• Good condition etc. 

✓

Transportation 
of refrigerant 

Damaged cylinder during 
transportation 

• Keep out of direct sunlight and/or in cooler  
area of vehicle

• Safely stored/fixed when transporting 
• Fitted with safety equipment etc.

✓

Damage to gas cylinders 
during handling (hand-
moved, equipment-moved)

• Implement proper handling techniques 
• Report accidents immediately.

✓

Using 
equipment 
containing 
refrigerant 

Leakage of refrigerant 
during charging 
of equipment 

• Implement best practice procedure as per 
the Standards AS 2030.1 & AS 4332 and/or 
code of practice

✓

Improper care of cylinders • After each use check that refrigerant  
cylinders are tightly capped

• Check for leakage etc.

✓

Handling

Unlicensed handling 
staff or contractors

• All refrigerant handling must be carried out  
by qualified licensed staff or contractors

• Check temporary contractor’s licence before 
commencement of refrigerant handling work

• Ensure quarterly refrigerant handling licence holder 
records are up to date, taking particular note  
of expiry dates.

✓

Installation, 
service and 
maintenance 
of equipment 
containing 
refrigerant

Lack of servicing of 
equipment containing 
refrigerant 

• Adhere to manufacturers’ recommendations  
and relevant standards

• Maintain recommended servicing frequency:
i. Obtain and keep warranties on repairs
ii. Keep record of each service to equipment
iii. Check cylinder weight regularly etc. 

• Refer to appropriate standards.

✓

Infrequent testing of 
equipment containing 
refrigerant 

• Check that all test equipment is in good working 
condition at least once every three months.  
Test leak detectors and recovery units

• Regularly monitor vacuum pump oil etc
• Ensure quarterly equipment maintenance 

records are kept up to date.

✓

Inadequate leak testing •  Implement best practice procedure as per Standards  
AS 2030.1 & AS 4332 and/or code of practice

• Check at least every three months 
• Ensure quarterly cylinder leak test & in-test expiry 

date records are kept up to date.

✓

Risk Management Plan (continued) Provide a short description of your business (i.e. what the business does; how many branches; how many staff handle refrigerant, etc.)

Activity 
steps

Potential  
hazards/risks Risk control measures

Australian 
Standards 
and Code 
of practice 
reference

Person 
responsible
(full name)

Next  
review  
date
(within 
12 months)

Recovery and 
recycling of 
refrigerant

Improper filling  
of cylinders • Fill bulk refrigerant cylinders in-line with manufacturers’ recommendations etc. ✓

Decommission end of life 
equipment

Poor cleaning and flushing • Never charge refrigerant into equipment with identified leaks• Refer to standards and Code of Practice for leak testing procedures.

✓

Venting 
• Never vent fluorocarbon refrigerant where its release is avoidable etc. ✓

Leakage of refrigerant if pumped down and left in the equipment

Put line through dot point 1 or 2 if not relevant:• When a vehicle is being scrapped or dismantled or the air-conditioning system is being  de-commissioned all refrigerant is to be recovered from the system (AUTOMOTIVE)• All refrigerant is to be reclaimed from all parts of the system at the time of decommissioning (STATIONARY)
• After recovery refrigerant is to be recycled or returned to an authorised refrigerant supplier (see ‘Disposal’).

✓

Storage of 
refrigerant

Poor storage of cylinders on premises • Ensure all cylinders are stored in a safe and secure location: 
i. climate controlled (cool place, removed from direct sources of heat and the risk of fire) ii. free of obstaclesiii. with appropriate signage to provide ready identification for emergency teams. 

✓

Disposal

Inadequate seals • Closed valves when not in use • Check all seals for leakage every 3 months. ✓Mixing refrigerant types • Clearly identify refrigerant stored in cylinders• Store reclaimed refrigerant separately. ✓Lack of labelling • Clearly label refrigerant type • Clearly label lubricant type • Store in specific locations • Training personnel.

✓

Equipment that cannot be repaired • Document and keep records of reasons why• Establish a retirement plan of action. ✓Recovered refrigerant • Return refrigerant contaminated to supplier for disposal 
• Document and keep records of recovered refrigerant returned to supplier for disposal• Ensure quarterly recovered refrigerant returned records are kept up to date.

✓

Why do I need a risk management plan? Businesses need to be aware of their risks. Overall business success depends largely on effective management and minimisation of risk – refrigerant is no different. 
Under the Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse Gas Management Regulations 1995, a condition of holding a Refrigerant Trading Authorisation (RTA) is implementing an effective risk management plan (RMP), which outlines the handling and storage of refrigerant in the holder’s business. 

What should my RMP include?
An RMP must identify potential risks which could result in the emission of refrigerant to the atmosphere and identify processes and practices that minimise the possibility of those risks occurring. Your RMP must reflect the risks of emissions relevant to all parts of your business practices, including refrigerant handling, storage and transport. This applies whether your business is conducted from a vehicle or building, and whether you are a sole trader or employ 100 or more technicians.

Over the next 2 pages is a useful template you can use, or compare to your existing RMP.  
Feel free to use this template, just make sure you apply it to your specific business practices 
and do the following:
• Identify if you work in the Automotive or Stationary fields 
• Insert relevant person responsible against each risk
• Insert review date 
• Read over the whole plan carefully and put lines through the areas that don’t relate to your business.  

In particular, see the section ‘Decommissioning end of life equipment’. • Add further risks and control measures if relevant to your business.

RISK
MANAGEMENT

PLAN

Unlocking your risk management plan for refrigerants

Refrigerant: sold record (bulk transactions to a current RTA holder)Amounts used in customers systems not required

Business name 
❏ Automotive        ❏ Stationary (please tick)

RTA Number

Quarter ending

Page no.Date Purchaser and their AU number
Refrigerant type Qty (kg)1/5/2017 Fred Bloggs Refrigeration AU98765 R134a 10kg

Quarterly summary 
Total (kg)

Insert ‘Nil’ where no activity in quarter

www.arctick.org  |  1300 88 44 83

Refrigerant: purchase record Business name 

❏ Automotive        ❏ Stationary (please tick)

RTA Number

Quarter ending

Page no.

Date Supplier and branch

Refrigerant type Qty (kg)

1/5/2017 Gas Supply Co Branchtown
R134a 10kg

Quarterly summary 

Total (kg)

Insert ‘Nil’ where no activity in quarter

www.arctick.org  |  1300 88 44 83

Refrigerant: recovered and returned for disposal recordBusiness name 
❏ Automotive        ❏ Stationary (please tick)

RTA Number

Quarter ending

Page no.Date Purchaser and their AU number
Refrigerant type Qty (kg)1/5/2017 Gas Supply Co AU98765
R410a 10kg

Quarterly summary 
Total (kg)

Insert ‘Nil’ where no activity in quarter

www.arctick.org  |  1300 88 44 83

COVID-19 update:  
Guidance and financial support for businesses
To ensure licensed technicians and authorised businesses are aware of the information and financial entitlements available to them during the COVID-19 pandemic, below is a selected list of government-related support. 

Employer/employee support
Information on reducing the risk of COVID-19 in the workplace can be found on the Safe Work Australia website at www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/covid-19-information-workplacesThe Fair Work Commission has published useful information on workplace entitlements during the COVID-19 pandemic. Visit www.coronavirus.fairwork.gov.au

Business support
The Australian Government’s Business Hotline 13 28 46 provides specialist advice to support small and medium businesses impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Below is a list of the key financial support available to businesses. To read more about each category visit www.treasury.gov.au/coronavirus/businesses
• JobKeeper payment
• Ensuring cash flow to pay bills and wages
• Supporting apprentices and trainees
• Temporary relief for financially distressed businesses
• Investing in your business
• Credit and loans

>> continued page 4

Have you ever wondered why the refrigeration and air conditioning (RAC) industry 
Permit Scheme exists? A new report released by the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) provides evidence of the benefit of the scheme and highlights 
your important contribution as a permit holder to positive outcomes for both human 
health and the environment.
The report Stratospheric Ozone Protection and Human Health Benefits uses the Atmospheric and Health Effects Framework model to assess the adverse human health effects associated with a depleted stratospheric ozone layer. 

The Earth’s stratospheric ozone layer acts as a protective shield from ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Ozone depleting substances reduce the ozone concentration in the stratosphere and weaken that protective shield.Overexposure to UV poses a significant threat to human health and also interferes with environmental cycles. It can cause skin and eye damage and suppress the immune system. The EPA’s scientific model shows that controls on ozone depleting substances, such as under the Montreal Protocol, is expected to prevent approximately 443 million cases of skin cancer, 2.3 million skin cancer deaths, and 63 million cataract cases for people in the United States born in the years 1890–2100.

The strengthening of the original Montreal Protocol with its subsequent amendments and adjustments accounts for a significant portion of these benefits, resulting in an estimated 230 million fewer skin cancers, 1.3 million fewer deaths, and 33 million fewer cataract cases than the original 1987 Montreal Protocol over the same period.
While this EPA report focuses specifically on the American population, the Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency is working with the US to do similar modelling for Australia. These findings demonstrate why it is essential that the industry continues to comply with the RAC industry Permit Scheme. 

You play an important role as a permit holder, helping to make the Earth a safer place for our current society and future generations. Together, we can reduce risks associated with the potential discharge of ozone depleting substances.

Why our permit scheme matters  US EPA releases new findings on health benefits due to reduced ozone depletion
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Department enforces disposable cylinder ban
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Hayley’s keeping it cool

Your Board, your views

200,000 customers building your business

Are your employees appropriately  

trained to use R32?

Your Board,  
your views

Over the past 12 months 

the refrigeration and air 

conditioning (RAC) Industry 

Board has met with contractors 

and technicians at various 

Industry Roundtable events  

held around Australia. 

The Board listened to feedback about how it can 

increase the ARC’s value to industry and how it can 

better help contractors and businesses.

“There have been a number of common themes 

raised such as promotion of the industry, 

training quality and how the ARC can better help 

technicians and businesses,” said ARC Chairperson, 

Michael Bennett.

“These discussions have been very valuable. Knowing 

more about what the industry wants will feed into 

what the ARC does in the future and how the ARC  

will look,” Mr Bennett said. 

Part of the discussions have focused on what the ARC 

is doing right now and how that is benefitting industry. 

In particular, the ARC’s advertising campaigns which 

are driving consumers to use licensed technicians and 

authorised businesses, and the ARC’s contributions  

to improvements in training quality.

The ARC encourages you to get involved as your 

views will help shape the work the ARC does with  

the Department of the Environment and Energy for the  

RAC industry permit scheme. To give your feedback, 

email the ARC at feedback@arctick.org

In this issue

200,000 customers 

building your business
Last year, the Australian Refrigeration 

Council’s (ARC) summer advertising 

campaign ran from 19 December 2018 to 

31 March 2019 and resulted in over 200,000 

people visiting www.lookforthetick.com.au 

for the year.

The campaign targets people looking to buy, have installed, serviced 

or repaired, and dispose of air conditioners (domestic and automotive), 

refrigerators and freezers. 

The campaign uses a variety of cost-effective marketing strategies 

including: search engine marketing, online advertising, Google AdWords 

and Facebook advertising. In doing this, the campaign alerts consumers to:

• The importance of using qualified licensed technicians and 

encourages consumers to connect with businesses through  

the refrigerant trading authorisation business directory  

https://www.lookforthetick.com.au/business-search/

• Differences between licence types and ensuring consumers use 

appropriately licensed technicians by using the refrigerant handling licence 

check facility https://www.lookforthetick.com.au/licence-check/

• The professionalism of skilled licence holders. 

Hayley’s keeping it cool
There is a growing group of women making a big difference in the refrigeration 

and air conditioning (RAC) industry. One of these champions is Hayley Ewert, 

a RAC technician with Auscool Commissioning Services in Melbourne, Victoria.

The ARC asked Hayley a few questions recently about her work  

and why she decided to become a RAC technician.

How long have you worked in the RAC industry?

Seven years. I’m 25 years old now and have been doing air 

conditioning work since I finished high school when I was 18. 

What kind of services do you mainly perform?

I started off installing air conditioners, now I mainly do 

maintenance work and repairing break-downs.

What attracted you to work in the RAC 

industry?
My step-dad is a truck driver for Auscool Commissioning Services. 

He took me to his work one day and the team taught me about  

air conditioning and refrigeration systems which I really enjoyed.  

I then started working with their installation team and moved on  

to the service team.

What’s the best part of the job?

My favourite part of the job is meeting new people. Working with  

the boys doing installations and compressor changes are always 

good too.

What challenges do you face?

Mostly heavy lifting, as I’m not as strong as the guys! Also, some 

people have rude comments from time to time, but I don’t care!  

Other challenges relate to fault finding. I still have a lot to learn  

in this area but the team at Auscool help me out a lot. Working  

in the heat on 42-degree days is pretty hard too.

Do you have any advice for women considering 

working in the RAC industry?

If any female wants to do a trade my advice is to just go for it.  

You’d be surprised what you can do!

The ARC is keen to hear from other passionate women working in the RAC industry.  

If you’d like to share your story, please email the ARC at enquire@arctick.org

Department enforces 

disposable cylinder ban
An auto mechanic business has been fined after it 

was discovered it possessed 26 illegal disposable 

cylinders of HFC-134a.

Infringement notices

The Department of the Environment and Energy has issued a Victorian auto mechanic 

two infringement notices for possessing refrigerant without a refrigerant trading 

authorisation and storing refrigerant in disposable cylinders, as these are offences 

under regulations 112(2) and 136(1) of the Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse 

Gas Management Regulations 1995. As a condition of their permits, refrigerant trading 

authorisation and refrigerant handling licence holders must use only refillable storage 

containers for the storage of refrigerant. 

Use of disposable storage containers causes unnecessary emissions as a residual  

‘heel’ of gas is left in these containers which is emitted to the atmosphere when they  

are disposed of.

Department inspectors executed a search warrant on the mechanic’s business in April  

this year. During the search, inspectors identified and seized approximately $2500 of  

HFC-134a, which has been forfeited to the Commonwealth for destruction. The mechanic 

has paid the infringement notices and has now obtained a refrigerant trading authorisation 

to possess scheduled substances for use in refrigeration equipment.

For further information refer to ‘Mechanic fined for possessing synthetic greenhouse gas 

in disposable cylinders’ https://www.environment.gov.au/mediarelease/mechanic-

fined-possessing-synthetic-greenhouse-gas-disposable-cylinders

Are your employees appropriately 

trained to use R32?

With the use of R32 on the rise and now used in 

53 per cent of all pre-charged small imported^ air 

conditioning units, it is important technicians are 

appropriately trained to handle this refrigerant.

R32 is classified A2L mildly flammable (Australian Standard AS NZS ISO 817:2016). 

A refrigerant handling licence is required to use R32 refrigerant, and a refrigerant 

trading authorisation is required to purchase and sell it. 

It is a requirement under work health and safety obligations that employers must 

ensure only competent workers work on air conditioners and other refrigeration 

systems, particularly those containing flammable refrigerants. Workers must be 

provided with appropriate information and training on the hazards and safe use of 

the specific refrigerants to which they could be exposed when performing installation, 

commissioning, service, repair, maintenance and decommissioning of refrigeration and 

air conditioning equipment. 

The current unit of competency for training in A2L refrigerants is VU22583 Handle 

A2/A2L Flammable Refrigerants. The following registered training organisations* are 

providing training in this unit of competency (subject to demand):

• Superior Training Centre, Sydney NSW: P (02) 9618 6809  E info@stc.nsw.edu.au 

• Box Hill TAFE, Melbourne VIC: P (03) 9286 9295  E refrigeration@boxhill.edu.au  

• TAFE NSW, Port Macquarie College: P Cameron Fletcher 0487 194 392 

E cameron.fletcher8@tafensw.edu.au 

It is expected that when demand increases, the number of training providers delivering the 

training will increase. 

For more information on how to handle flammable refrigerants, refer to the Flammable 

Refrigerants Safety Guide from the Australian Institute of Refrigeration, Air 

Conditioning and Heating (AIRAH) online at www.pointsbuild.com.au/airah under 

‘managing health and safety risks for flammable refrigerants’.

To find registered training organisations nearest to you, visit www.training.gov.au 

^Cold Hard Facts 3 – Review of the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Industry in Australia. *This list 

may not be exhaustive. It is based on responses received from Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Training 

Alliance members when asked if they deliver VU22583.

On behalf of everyone at the  ARC – have a safe and bumper summer season!
Hayley’s 

keeping  

it cool
> page 5

Hayley and the team at Auscool Commissioning Services

Auscool Commissioning Services
Hayley at work
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Renewing soon? Double check before you submit
Using the online application and renewal facility at www.arctick.org is a quick 
and effective way to renew your permit. However, there are two key areas where 
permit holders sometimes get caught up. 

1. Existing permit holders applying for a new permit, instead of renewing 
When renewing online make sure you click on the correct section of the website. See below image for a guide. Renewing your permit rather 
than submitting a new application will save you time and streamline your renewal process.

2. Renewing your RTA instead 
of your RHL, and visa versa

Sometimes when a business has both a RTA 
and RHL, the wrong permit is renewed. This is 
particularly relevant for owner-operator businesses 
where the one person holds both the RTA and 
the RHL. Make sure you check the reminder 
notice you receive from the ARC, it will identify 
the specific permit that is due for renewal.

IMPORTANT: When you are 
renewing a RHL or RTA and you are not 
sure if you chose the correct permit, or 
if your payment went through correctly, 
do not complete another application. 
Contact the ARC on 1300 884 483 to 
confirm. The ARC can check if you have 
applied for the appropriate permit and 
paid the correct fee.

Information at  
your fingertips
The ARC website is a one-stop-shop for 
technicians including everything you need to 
know about your licence/authorisation, technical 
resources, codes of practice, free promotional 
materials for your business plus much more. 

On the website you will also find a variety of fact sheets and detailed  
responses to frequently asked questions (FAQ) on a range of topics.

If you have any suggestions for how we can better help you,  
please contact us at enquire@arctick.org.

Fact Sheets www.arctick.org/information/fact-sheets/ 
FAQ www.arctick.org/information/faqs/ www.arctick.org
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